Thermal paper roll dimensions:
- Diameter: 1.4 inches
- Width: 2.25 inches
- Plastic core (inside) diameter: 0.5 inches

NOTE:
The thermal printer will only accept thermal paper; it will only print on one side. Confirm that the paper roll is as shown above (image 2) to ensure that the device prints correctly. A thermal paper roll installed incorrectly will result in blank printouts. The green power light (upper right on the printer) is also the paper feed button.

Proteus (OEL8000III)
Quick Reference Guide

For more details, please refer to our Proteus programming manual, DP00014 DP00015 DP00018 DP00020 DP00026, and our Proteus installation manuals, DI00018 DI00026 (Proteus B), DI00014 DI00015 (Proteus k), DI00020 (Proteus X).